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DUKE POWER COMPANY
CATAWBA NUCLEAR STATION

OVERHEAD FUEL BUILDING CRANES

1.0 PURPOSE

The purpose of this procedure is to describe the operation of the
Overhead Fuel Building Main Crane (125 ton) and the Overhead fuel
Building Auxiliary Crane (10 ton) in the following modes:

2.0 Inspection of 10 Ton Crane
4.0 Inspection of 125 Ton Crane
5.0 Operation of the 125 Ton Crane
6.0 Operation of the 10 Ton Crane
7.0 Shutdown
8.0 Operation of the Digital Weight Indicator
9.0 Inspection of Wire Sling Rope

2.0 LIMITS AND PRECAUTIONS

2.1 Prior to operating the Overhead Fuel Building Auxiliary Crane,
insure the 125 ton hook is in the fully raised position.

2.2 Do not operate the Overhead Fuel Building Main Crane (125 ton) at
slow speeds continuously because it may overheat the resistors or
motor.

| 2.3 The Main Hoist Speed Select Switch Slow position on the control
pendant is used for critical load adjustments and close tolerance
hoisting operations, and is not to be used for normal hoisting
operations.

2.4 No load shall be lowered below the point where less than two full
wraps of rope remain on the drum.

2.5 Verify the Overhead Fuel Building Auxiliary Crane (10 ton) is clear
| from under the 125 ton book prior to operating the Main Crane (125

ton).'

2.6 All slings, cables, ropes and shackles used for lifting shall be
inspected for wear prior to each lift. Suspect material shall be
removed from service and a work request shall be issued to the
Maintenance Group for corrective action.

|

| 3.0 INSPECTION OF 10 TON CRANE

3.1 Initial Conditions-
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3.1.1 Only qualified operators and trainees under their
supervision, as determined by the Superintendent of
Operations, will operate the cranes.

3.1.2 Periodic test of the overhead Fuel Building Crane and wire
ropes have been performed within the past 6 months as per
MP/0/B/7650/05 (Crane and Hoist Periodic Inspection).

3.1.3 Fuel Pool Ventilation System (VF) must be in operation and
discharging through the HEPA Filters and charcoal absorbers
whenever handling irradiated fuel or handling or suspending
loads in or over the pool containing irradiated fuel.

3.2 Procedure

3.2.1 Verify breaker closed for unit to be operated:
,

Unit 1 IMXJ-F03B (Fuel Cask Handling Bridge Crane)
Unit 2 2MXJ-F03B (Fuel Cask Handling Bridge Crane)

3.2.2 Press the " START" button on the controlJpendant and verify
the " POWER ON" light comes on.

3.2.3 Center the'10 ton book over the fuel receiv'ng railroadi
bay.

3.2.4 Cheer that the 10 ton hoist rope is properly reeved on the
hoist d:im (i.e., no wire ropes cross reeved over each
other).

3.2.5 Lower the 10 ton hook a few feet by slowly depressing the
" AUXILIARY HOIST" pushbutton.

3.2.6 Check the upper limit switch by the following methods:

3.2.6.1 Inch the hook up slowly into the limit switch
and verify the hoist stops.

3.2.6.2 Lower the 10 ton book a few feet then, raise the
hook in slow speed into the limit switch and
verify the hoist stops.

3.2.6.3 Lower the 10 ton hook a few feet then, raise the
hook in fast speed into the limit switch and
verify the hoist stops.

3.2.7 Lower the 10 ton hook until it is approximately 5 feet
I above the operating floor.
|

'

'

3.2.8 ' i Inspect the hook for the followieg conditions'.
$

t

)

'

'
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3.2.8.1 Evidence of heat or chemical damage.

3.2.8.2 Evidence of hook throat opening or twist of the
hook point from the plane of the unbent hook
shank.

3.2.8.3 Evidence of cracks.

3.2.9 Inspect the block for the following conditions.

3.2.9.1 Evidence of heat or chemical damage.

3.2.9.2 Evidence of cracks.

3.2.9.3 Evidence of cracked or worn sheaves.

3.2.9.4 Load rating plate on each side of block.

3.2.10 Lower the 10 ton hook until it just clears the receiving
area floor.

3.2.11 Raise the 10 ton hook and inspect the hoist rope for the
following conditions while raising.

3.2.11.1 Twelve randomly distributed broken wires in one
rope lay or 4 broken wires in one strand of rope
lay.

3.2.11.2 Evidence of heat or chemical damage.

3.2.11.3 Severe kinking, crushing, bird casing or other
evidence of rope structure damage.

3.2.11.4 Severly worn outside wires and reduction of rope
dlameter. -

>

3.2.12 Stop raising the 10 ton block when ample head room is
achieved.

3.2.13 Verify the 10 ton auxiliary crane is clear from under the
125 ton book. If not, move it clear.

i 3.2.14 If any of the above conditions or operation discrepancies
! (3.2.6 - 3.2.11) are found while inspecting the crane,
I

consult the shift supervisor and maintenance engineer or
his designee before proceeding to the next step..

4.0 INSPECTION OF 125 TON CRANE

4.1 Initial Conditions
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4.1.1 Only qualified operators and trainees under their
supervision, as determined by the Superintendent of
Operations, will operate the cranes.

4.1.2 Periodic test of the Overhead Fuel Building Crane and wire
ropes have been performed within the past 6 months as per
MP/0/B/7650/05 (Crane and Hoist Periodic Inspection).

4.1.3 Fuel Pool Ventilation System (VF) must be in operation and
discharging through the HEPA Filters and charcoal absorbers

?. whenever handling irradiated fuel or handling or suspending
g loads in or over the pool containing irradiated fuel.

|

4.1.4 The R-703 digital weight indicator is in operation per
Section 8.0, Operation of Digital Weight Indicator.

4.2 Procedure

4.2.1 Verify breaker closed for unit to be operated:

/ Unit 1 IMXJ-F03B (Fuel Cask Handling Bridge Crane)
Unit 2 2MXJ-F03B (Fuel Cask Handling Bridge Crane)

4.2.2 Pressthe"5 TART"buttononthecontrolpendantandverify
the " POWER ON" light comes on.-

4.2.3 Check that the 125 ton hoist rope is properly reeved on the
hoist drum (i.e., no wire ropes cross reeved over eachs

other). ',

-
+

4.2.4 Lower the 125 ton hook a few feet by slowly depressing the
main hoist "DOWN" pushbutton.

4.2.5 Check the upper limit switch of the 125 ton crane by the
following methods:

4.2.5.1 Inch the hook up slowly into the limit switch

| and verify the hoist stops.
,

'

4.2.5.2 Lower the 125 ton hook a few feet then, raise

| the hoak in slow speed into the limit switch and
Werify the hoist stops.

It 4. 7.* ,3 Lower the'125 ton hook a few feet then, raise
the hook in fast speed into the limit switch and
verify the hoist stops.

-

4.2.6 Lower the 125 ton hook until it is approximately 5 feet .
above the operating floor.

|
'

4.2.7 Inspect the hook for the following conditions..

!
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4.2.7.1 Evidence of heat or chemical damage.

4.2.7.2 Evidence of book throat opening or twist of the
hook point from the plane of the unbent hook
shank.

4.2.7.3 Evidence of cracks.

4.2.8 Inspect the block for the following conditions.

4.2.8.1 Evidence of heat or chemical damage.

4.2.8.2 Evidence of cracks.

4.2.8.3 Evidence of cracked or worn sheaves.

4.2.8.4 Load rating plate on each side of block.

4.2.9 Lower the 125 ton hook until it just clears the receiving
area floor.

4.2.10 Raise the 125 ton hook and inspect the hoist rope for the
following conditions while raising.

4.2.10.1 Twelve randomly distributed broken wires in one
rope lay or 4 broken wires in one strand of rope
lay.

4.2.10.2 Evidence of heat or chemical damage.

4.2.10.3 Severe kinking, crushing, bird casing or other
evidence of rope structure damage.

| 4.2.10.4 Severly worn outside wires and reduction of rope
diameter.

4.2.11 Raise the 125 ton block to the upper limit switch.
.

4.2.12 If any of the above conditions or operation discrepancies
(4.2.5 - 4.2.10) are found while inspecting the crane,
consult the Shift Supervisor and Maintenance Engineer or
his designee before proceeding to the next step.

5.0 OPERATION OF THE 125 TON CRANE

5.1 Initial Conditions
.

5.1.1 Section 4.0, Inspection of 125 Ton Crane, of this procedure
has been completed.

. - - - - . - _ - - . - - - . .-_ _-
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5.1.2 The R-703 digital weight indicator is in operation per
Section 8.0, Operation of Digital Weight Indicator.

5.1.3 Verify the Overhead Fuel Building Auxiliary Crane (10 ton) !
is clear from under the 125 ton hook prior to operating the 1

Main Crane (125 ton).
'5.1.4 Section 9.0, Inspection of Wire Sling Rope, of this

procedure has been completed on sling to be used.

5.2 Procedure

5.2.1 Hoist Operation

CAUTION: Do not operate the Overhead Fuel Building Main Crane (125
ton) at slow speeds continuously because it may overheat
the resistors or motor.

5.2.1.1 Hoist operation is two speed, place selector
switch on the control pendant in " FAST" or
" SLOW" for desired speed.

NOTE: With the selector in " FAST" the hoist speed is
variable with the pushbutton.

5.2.1.2 To raise hoist, depress main hoist "UP" button
on control pendant.

5.2.1.3 To lower hoist, depress main hoist "DOWN" button
on control pendant.

|
5.2.1.4 To stop hoist, release the button (automatically

sets electric brake.)

: NOTE: The function of the slow position on the main
i hoist speed select switch is to allow for

bumpless operation of the hoist.

5.2.1.5 If a limit switch is tripped, clear the switch
by releasing the button, and advance in the
opposite direction.

5.2.1.6 Block and hook assembly can be rotated 360* by .

depressing " BLOCK CCW" (counterclockwise) or
" BLOCK CW" (clockwise) on the pendant.

5.2.2 Trolley and Bridge Operation.

5.2.2.1 Depress desired direction button slowly on
control pendant to change speeds one at a time.

5.2.2.2 To stop trolley and bridge motion, release
button slowly (automatically sets electric
brake.)

1
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NOTE: Quick release of these buttons will result in
immediate stopping of the bridge or trolley.

6.0 OPERATION OF THE 10 TON AUXILIARY CRANE

6.1 Initial Conditions

6.1.1 Section 3.0, Inspection of 10 ton crane, of this procedure
has been completed.

6.1.2 Main (125 ton) Bridge and Trolley operate per 5.2.2 of this
procedure.

6.1.3 Section 9.0, Inspection of Wire Sling Rope, of this
procedure has been completed on sligns to be used.

6.2 Procedure

6.2.1 Hoist Operations

6.2.1.1 Depress aux. hoist "UP" or "DOWN" button on
control pendant.

6.2.1.2 To stop hoist, release button (automatically
sets electric brake).

NOTE: Hoist operation is~two-speed. Depress the
button half-way to obtain slow speed. Depress
the button fully to obtain fast speed.

6.2.1.3 If limit switch is tripped, clear the switch by
releasing the button and advance i_ the opposite
direction.

A '.2 Trolley and Bridge Operation

6.2.2.1 Depress desired direction button on control
pendant.

| 6.2.2.2 To stop trolley and bridge motion, release the
1

button (automatically sets electric brake).

NOTE: The bridge control is single-speed; however, it
is equipped with a " SOFT-START" feature.

7.0 SHUTDOWN
.

7.1 Initial Conditions

7.1.1 The 125 ton and 10 ton hooks are raised to their full
limit.

!

.. --.
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7.2 Procedure

7.2.1 Depress the "STOP" button on the control pendant.

7.2.2 Turn both power switches on the digital weight indicator to
the "0FF" positions.

7.2.3 Maintain power continuously for motor and control heaters.

8.0 OPERATION OF THE DIGITAL WEIGHT INDICATOR

8.1 Initial Conditions

8.1.1 None

8.2 Procedure

8.2.1 Verify breaker closed for unit to be operated:

Unit 1 INXJ-F03B (Fuel CasF Handling Bridge Crane)
Unit 2 2NXJ-F03B (Fuel Cask Handling Bridge Crane)

8.2.2 Turn both " POWER" switches to "0N" positions.

8.2.3 Using "ZER0" knob, adjust digital indicator to display
"000000".

8.2.4 Place set point I at "0000" unless directed otherwise by
- fuel handling supervisor.

NOTE: Set point I must be less than that indicated on the digital
display to permit 125 ton crane movement.

8.2.5 Place set point 2 to equal the value of the lowest rated
rigging component.

NOTE: Set point 2 aust be higher than that indicated on the
digital display to permit 125 ton crane movement.

,

|

| 9.0 INSPECTION OF WIRE R0PE SLING

9.1 Initial Conditions

9.1.1 None

9.2 Procedure
.

9.2.1 Inspect the sling to be used for the following conditions:

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ . _ -.
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9.2.1.1 Ten randomly distributed broken wires in one
rope lay or five broken wires in one strand of
one rope lay.

9.2.1.2 Severly worn outside wires and reduction of rope
diameter.

9.2.1.3 Severe kinking, crushing, bird caging or other
evidence or rope structure damage.

(
9.2.1.4 Evidence of heat or chemical damage to sling or

end connections.

9.2.1.5 If the sling has books attached, inspect step
3.2.8.

9.2.2 If any of the above conditions found while inspecting the
sling, the sling is not to be used. Remove the sling from
service and write a Work Request to the Maintenance Group
for corrective action.

10.0 ENCLOSURES

10.1 None

.

l
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